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In the paper models for analysis and control of time-varying circuit
swi tched traffi care developed. The fi rst descri pti on refers to on
line traffic measurements. The second one models mean quantities. The 
rel evance of both model 1 i ng techni ques to real-time management and 
control of networks with non-hierarchical routing is discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Several meani ngs can be assi gned to the noti on of time-dependent traffi c. To 
clarify them, consider an infinite size trunk group with offered traffic p(t), 
arrival intensity A(t), and mean holding time 1/ ~: p(t) = A(t)/~. Assume 
first that the offered traffic is stationary. When calls arrive or are termi
nated we observe instantaneous changes of the number of trunks busy. The 
observation time scale in that case must be of order of 1/A. In the stationary 
system, the mean and variance of number of trunks busy remain constant. 

Assume next, that the offered traffic is nonstationary, i.e., that the arrival 
intensity A depends on time: A = A(t). As previously we can observe the ins
tantaneous state of the trunk group. However, in this case the mean number in 
the system also evolves in time. Two different situations are possible : 
(a) change in offered traffic is abrupt; (b) offered traffic changes slowly. 

The first situation is illustrated in Fig. 1, where it is assumed that the 
traffic starts to be forwarded to the empty system with fixed rate A. We shall 
point out later on that in this case the mean number in the system evolves on 
the time scale of order of 1/~, as contrasted to the time scale 1/A of instan
taneous traffic fluctuations. 
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:.:· 1n ; Fig. 2 more real istic patterns of changes in offered traffic are shown. We 
! shall distinguish between two cases: (a) dynamic traffic flow, and (b) quasi
stationary traffic flow. 

Rough 1 y speak i ng, the tra ffi c flow is dynami cif the offered tra ffi c changes 
so quickly that there is a significant phase shift between the peaks of mean 
offered traffic and the mean number of trunks busy, see Fig. 2a. The traffic 
flow is quasi-stationary if that phase shift is not observed, Fig. 2b. 
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Fig. 2a - Dynamic Traffic Flow - Fig. 2b - Quasi-stationary Traffic Flow -

We relate now the above situations to traffic measurements. In modern SPC 
swi tchi ng exchanges the foll owi ng on-1 i ne measurements can be taken on each 
trunk group : 

• x(tn) : number of trunks busy at time t n, 
• uin(tn) : number of calls connected between t n-1 and t n, 
• Uout{tn) : number of calls terminated between tn-1 and t n• 

The measurement cycl e 1 ength will be denoted by ilt = tn - t -1. The obvious 
conservation equation which holds both for stationary andr non-stationary 
traffic is : 

(1 ) 

In Reference [7] the following model corresponding to (1) is derived for the 
M/M/Cl) system : 

(2 ) 

Eq. (2) can be used to predict at time tn the value x*(tn+1), given the last 
measurement x(tn ) of trunk group state and an estimate u7n(t n+1) of offered 
traffic. 

Assume next, that the traffi c measurements are recorded duri ng several days, 
le=l, ••• K. Then, calculating averages x(tn ), uin(t n), and Uout(tn), and 
taking into account (1) we get: 

or, dividing by ~t : 

dx(t) = dUin(t) 
dt dt 

dUout(t) 
dt 

, 
(3 ) 

(4 ) 
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'ro :: write ·· this ·-equation we have assumed that average quantities evolve on the 
time scale which is coarse as compared to the period of measurements 6t. Then 
6t + 0 as required. Observe that in (4) dUin(t)/dt = A(t). Moreover, in the 
M/M/Cl:) system: duout(t)/dt = ~(t) [8]. Thus lq. (4) converts to : 

dx ( t) = _~; ( t) + A( t) (5 ) 
dt 

Eq. (5) provides a model of dynamic flows. It is seen now that the average 
number of trunks busy x(t) changes on the time scale determined by 1/l-L, as 
mentioned previously. 

In the paper we investigate models (2) and (5) in more detail. Their validity 
is extended to finite size trunk groups. An example illustrating the modelling 
and control of dynamic flows in non-hierarchical networks is given. 

2. MODEL OF ON~LINE TRAFFIC MEASUREMENTS ON A TRUNK GROUP 

The stochastic difference equation corresponding to (2) has the form, [7 J : 

(6 ) 

where vo+1 is a white noise process having a zero mean, and model coefficients 
are deflned as follows: 

a = exp(-T), b = [1 - exp(-T) ]/T (7) 

T is the update cycle length normalized by the mean holding time T = 6t/'t, 
where 't = 1/~. 

To deri ve a simi 1 ar model for fi ni te capaci ty trunk groups, we use the equa
tion : 

dx ( t) = _ ~x ( t) + A [ 1 - P (t)] 
dt m 

(8 ) 

which describes the evolution of mean state in the M/M/m/m system. Eq. (8) can 
be easily derived from the birth-and-death equations. Pm{t) in Eq. (8) is the 
call blocking probability • 

. We can express the conditional mean E[X(tn+1)lx(tn) = xn ] as follows: 

E[x{tn+1)lx(tn) ~ xn ] = E[xd(tn+1)lx{tn) = xn ] + E[xb(tn+1)lx{tn) = xn ] 

In this equation xd{tn+1) is the number gf trunks busy at time t n+1 , seized by 
call s connected before time to' and x (tn+1) denotes the number of call s in 
progress, connected after tn. S,nce x{t) is a pure death process we calculate 
E[Xd(tn+1 )lx(tn) = xn ] from (8) taking A = O. We get: 

Thus 
Xd(tn+1) = E[xd(tn+1)lx{tn) = xn ] = axn, 

where a = exp(-T) (9 ) 

To determine xb(tn+1 ) = E[xb(tn+l)IX(tn) = xn ] we make the assumption that the 
Qrocess in statio~ary and that Pm t) = Pm{tn+l) is fixed during time interval 
[tn , t n+l]. Then, It follows from (8) that: 
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.. -~b(tf = {1 - exp[-~(t-tn> ]}t-.(1 - Pm>t, 

giving: Xb(tn+1) = E[Xb{tn+1>lx{tn) = xn] = bU n+1' 

where b = [1 - exp{ -T) ] (la) 

Variable :un+1 corresponds to the number of calls connected in time interval 
[ t n, t n+1] : 

un+ 1 = t..n+ 1 (1 - p n+ 1 ) ~t 

We introduce un+1 since this quantity is often recorded during on-line measu
rement process. 

Taking into account (6) and (10) we obtain that 

~[x{tn+1)lx(tn) = xn] = aX n + bU n+l' 

which gives the following regression 

(11 ) 

(12 ) 

Comparing (9) and (la) with (2) it is easily seen that models (6) and (12) 
have the same structure and coefficients. 

In the derivation of model (12), we have assumed an exponentially distributed 
service time. It can be shown that the validity of this model may be extended 
to more general service time distributions. 

3. ANALYSIS OF MODELLING AND PREDICTION ERRORS 

In order to evaluate the statistical properties of the proposed model, exten
sive simulations have been done. We have investigated the modelling error 0 2 

1 
0- 2 =-

N-1 
N * 
E (xn+1 - xn+1)2 

n=1 

which measures the difference between traffic updates and forecasts. 

Using (10), we may write (11) as follows: 

* 1 - a * xn+1 = aXn + T un+1 

(13 ) 

(14 ) 

It is to be noted that linear prediction of link state based on measurements 
of Xo and un must have the form (14). The probl em consists of finding the 
coefticient a. In the previous section we have found that a = exp(-T). We 
assume now that the parameter a is not known and seek for it by means of 
simulation. More precisely, we look for the parameter amin which minimizes 0 2• 
The dependence of 0 2 on parameter a, obtained from simulatioh for T = 0.5, is 
shown in Fig. 3, where p is the intensity of offered traffic in erlangs. We 
have ~in = 0.6, which is consistent with the theoretical value ath = 0.6065. 

111 the desc ri bed experi ment we have ' used a speci fi c value of T. Cha rac teri s
ti c s (J2( a) for two other values of T are shown in Fi g. 4. We present these 
curves in order to illustrate, that for large values of T the knowledge of xn 
is irrelevant to the prediction of xntl' since the link state changes signifi
cantly during a long update interval. On the other hand, for short update 

* cycle length the simple prediction formula xn+l = xn could be possibly used. 
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Fig. 3 - Prediction Error (T=0.5) - Fig. 4 ' - Prediction Error -

4. DYNAMIC FLOW MODEL OF ROUTING IN NON~HIERARCHICAL NETWORKS 

The evolution of the mean number of trunks busy in the M/M/~ system is descri
bed by Eq. (5). For the finite capacity trunk group with exponential distribu
tions of service and interarrival times, a similar model is given by Eq. (8). 
However, the form (8) of dynamic flow description is not always useful because 
Pm(t) is not known explicitely. Therefore, we approximate the traffic Apm 
rejected from the system by a function ~[G(x) - x] of the mean system state: 

APm(t) = ~{G [x(t) ] - x(t) } 

Using (15) in (8) yields: 

dx = _ ~ ( x) + A . 
dt 

where intensitie~ of carried and rejected traffic are 

AC = ~, 
and 

Ar = ~[G(x) - x] 

(15 ) 

(16a) 

(16b) 

(16c) 

respectively. Properties of this model are investigated in [8]. For quasista
tionary systems we have dx/dt = 0, and then : 

G(x) = p (17 ) 

Equation (17) defines a relation between the mean number in the system and the 
offered traffic. For the steady state of the M/M/m/m system the same dependen
ce is given by : 

x = p[l - E(m,p)] (18 ) 

Thus, we see, that (17) is reverse to (18), which can be used to determine the 
functions G(x). A model similar to (16) was introduced in [11]. 
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The model (16) fs convenient for analysis of routing in non-hierarchical net
works. Recently, several time-dependent routi ng techni ques for such networks 
have been proposed [1-4]. Basically,' they work as follows. Traffic ri(t) offe
red at node i is forwarded to destination k through the direct link (i,k). If 
all trunks are busy then an altervative connection through the tandem exchange 
j is attempted. There are several possibilities as regards to the choice of 
the alternative path. Usually, a routing algorithm tends to choose slightly 
loaded trunk groups. In each case a route is composed of two links at most. 

We model the routing in non-hierarchical networks by means of control vari
ables ajjk(t). Routing variable aijk(t) define the portion of overflow from 
(i,k) wn,ch is routed to the alterna~lve path (i,j,k). 
We look for routing variables aijk(t) such that the mean number of calls re-
jected in the time period [O,T], T ~ 00, is minimized. Using the introduced 
notation the total number of calls discarded from the network is : 

Q = JT L: [Guv(xuv ) - xuv]dt 
o (u,v)E~ 

(19 ) 

The problem of minimizing (19) by using one-moment models was investigated by 
several authors see [8-12J where further references are given. We adopt here 
the sol~t~on given in [8J. Define the state dependent length Q(xij,Xjk) of 
route (l,J,k) : 

Q ( xi j ,x j k) = 1 - W; j ( x i j ) Wj k ( x j k ) 
dG uv 

where wuv (xuv ) = [ r1 
dxuv 

(20 ) 

(21 ) 

It i~ shown in [8] that the number of blocked calls is minimized if all alter
native routes used by the traffic have equal length in the sense of definition 
(20) and are shorter than unused routes. This property can be used to calcula-
te the optimal states x* and optimal controls a*. 
The foregoing results suggests several routing algorithms. 

Algorithm 1: The optimal controls a*(t) and optimal flows f*(t) are calcula
ted. The flow realization techniques (e.g., the sequential routing) are used 
to imRlement the optimal flow pattern. In principle, this is the DNHR approach 
[1], [6]. 

* Algorithm 2: The optimal trunk group states xuv(t) are calculated. Calls are 
routed so as to keep the actual network state xuv(t) in close proximity to the 
optimal state x~v(t), [9]. 

Algorithm 3: The routes are ordered according to (20). Each call tries n 
routes in succession starting with the shortest one. 

In this paper we investigate in more detail the Algorithm 3. It allows us to 
omit the arduous calculations of optim.al state and control variables. The 
Algorithm 3 is similar to the algorithm used in the Toronto field trial [3] 
except that another measure of trunk group congestion was used. At first, the 
residual capacity m-x of each trunk group was calculated. The route quality 
was then determined according to the formula : 

Q1(x" x'k) = min(m·· - x·· m'k - x'k) lJ' J lJ lJ' J J (22 ) 

The general idea behi nd both approaches is to forwa rd the tra ffi c along the 
routes having the largest number of idle trunks. 
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,To"-::;apply" our " approach the function G(x) must be" found. In most cases we "have 
tried the following simple approximation [8] : 

{

X, 
G( x) = 

m/2 - a ~ 2(m-x)/m, 

for x ( m/2 
(23 ) 

for m/2 (x (m 

which for congested links, xuv ) muv/2, gives 

mij - Xij mjk - xik 
(24 ) 

aij ajk 

Thus, what we propose may be viewed as using (24) instead of (22) in the algo
rithm proposed in [3]. The deeper insight shows, however that the absolute 
val ues of route 1 engths are not so important as the resul ti ng orderi ng of 
possible routes. 

The performance of the proposed algorithm has been evaluated by means of simu
lation. In order to get comparable results we have simulated the Toronto expe
rimental network, which parameters are given in [3]. The sample results are 
shown in Tables la and lb. It is seen that for sl ightly loaded network the 
proposed algorithm gives worse results than the residual capacity algorithm, 
while for bigger loads it performs better. The poor performance of our 
approach for small loads is partly due to the simpl icity of approximation 
(23). It is to be noted that for big update periods the network efficiency may 
be improved by admitting multiple overflows. 

Number Update cycle length (s) Number Update cycle length (s) 
of of 

overflows 15 30 60 overflows 15 30 60 

a 0.049 0.066 0.181 a 0.989 1.712 2.346 
1 1 

b 0.082 0.148 0.264 b 0.773 1.547 1.864 

a 0.033 0.049 0.099 a 0.799 1.268 1.889 
2 2 

b 0.049 0.066 0.181 b 0.837 1.154 1.623 

a) Nominal Load b) 30% Overload 

Table 1 - Traffic Loss (%) in the Toronto Field Trial Network -
(a : Residual Capacity; b : Proposed algorithm) 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Due to space limitations the paper is significantly abridged. In particular, 
the relevance of prediction methods developed in Sections 2 to 3 to dynamic 
routing derived in Section 4 should be elucidated. We only note here that 
variables xi· and x·k which appear in (24) are mean quantities which can be 
evaluated by dsing di~ectly the prediction formulae given in Sections 2 and 3. 
Alternatively~ the Kalman filter can be applied to improve the prediction 
quality, cf. l5]. Such approaches are a subject of further study. 
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